**Bedömningsanvisning**

**The River Police**  (17 points)

**Part 1**

1a  2 poäng – 1 poäng för varje rätt delsvar

Två av följande:

- the (river) Thames
- waterways
- lakes
- rivers

1b  

2  2 poäng – 1 poäng för varje rätt delsvar

Två av följande:

- Gunrunners/Gunmen
- Drug smugglers/dealers
- Terrorists

3  They might attract terrorists/extremists; Terrorists/extremists might attack them; (They are targets for) terrorist attacks

0 poäng: They are located by the river

**Part 2**

4  

5a  

5b  None (at all); You don’t need any (qualifications); (There are) no requirements/rules

6  

7 2 poäng – 1 poäng för varje rätt delsvar

Två av följande:

• The (under)currents (are very strong)
• Acc: The stream is so/very strong
• The slippery river walls; It is difficult to get up and out of the water
• (You can sink in) the mud (at low tide)

Part 3

8 They like them; The jobs are (greatly) sought after/(very) attractive/popular; Many people want to work there/apply/want to join the force
Acc: They think that the jobs are great/good

0 poäng: It’s hard/fun/good (för vagt)

9 [B]

10a The Marchioness/It sank
Acc: It was sinking; A lot of people drowned/died

10b [C]

11 Prevention; A lot is done to prevent accidents; The River Police is doing a good job